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The journal synthesizing activityis intended to

cobbine aspects of the formal essay with that of a diary. Activities
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during the weekly class session at which the related topic is being
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THE JOURNAL SYNTHESIZING ACTIVITY
.

C:18 Zev Garber

r1.14 Los Angeles Valley College

Of the many aspects on learning procep, perhaps pie most
frustrating is the cross purpose of studentskand professors. No where

'is this more keenly seen and felt than in an introductory class. The

professor's lectures are for the most part not understood, and his
intelligence is furth2r insulted by the student's seeming anti-intellec-

tualism. The professr blames his failure on his young charges. He

ventshis disatisfastion by popping quizzes, assigning busy work, asking
trick questions on exams, and springing a host of other tricks which only

his mind can Issue. Students become apathftis, turnoff, and consider
class. attendance a punishingjail sentence

In reality the probleri grows out of the diversified' roles
played by the professor and the student. The professor sees himself as

,ot
a knowlege.dispenser, dq14e.eo1ng a new generation of scholars Who share
his philosophy and concerns, and are willing tQ spend infinite hours

reading, researching, writing, and Orscussingthe problems at'hand. The

average student dogs not have the scholarly way as defined by the profess
He is a tradesman interested Only in the bare essentials of the job, how,
when, where, what is required of him to obtain his grade. He could pot care
less About schools of thought, philoophy, sociology, history, literary
analysis, and theoretical abstractions; he is interested only in the here
and now.

The nature of a college program, introductory classes in
particular, is such that a professor does not trust his student and a
student does- not trust nis professor. Students are regimented through a

/structured program 4hicti gives tnem little time to reflect, think, and
mature. NO'*onder pass.ivity and inertia set in. To rectify this problem

the professor could help hie student understand t,he'beauty of being a

professional and not a mere worker. One of. the ways inewhich this can be

done Is to change the nature of the written assignment. In place of hourly

examiTlations, mid-terms, and finals,7,TITEOften represent the scribbled' '

jottigs derived from a.lecture hour, there can be the journ61 synthesiz-

ing activity. The major pedagogical principle gained Is the students will

learn better and aepr.eciate more their understanding of the subject matter -/

if they are actively involved in learning rather than being passively taught.
:earning involves not only information given but the recipient's discovery

of what.that knowl,i;e means. The journal synthesizing activity enables the

teacher tc ce Yves' sf a know157e dispenser, and more of a knowledge,fac-
illtator, who 1,.11: the studpeit nalol discoveries and articulate values

and conclusions.
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Us_ g e?'.- ;us Heritage class, tne fol-
,r.al a:- i oar or- lscrited.

- Startea

jorral Activity Studerts are asked Sc .:rite their own deft-
re-1:7fbn?; *lhat is judais-', a -d ho is a jew? inclubed

t-ic statement, Is tne students' understanding of je%.ish Identity
forces anlo: see/. to oppose or co-plinert It.

Topic 2 - :,tout and tn %atire of Judals7
jo one

e

of classical
judeusr- against .tne traditional view of Israel's origins and
destiny.

Topic 3 - Cycle of one Jewish Year: The H4gh Holidays and the Nature
Festivals

Journal Activity:. Visit a synagogue, or a place of Jewish

)1

worship during tne Jewish Hign Ho idays (in tne Spring semester, a
Passover SeJer). Participate in religious service (worship or
meditation) or have conversations with a member of tne religious corn-
-unity. Describe your experiences in a journal entry.

Topic 4
4 - Cycle of the Jewish

. ,

o
1

Year: The Minr Holy Days and the w HolN----Ne
Days t ,

.

Journal Activity:
,.

Corstruct your own Jewish Holy Day. What is its message, identi-
fying symbols, and meaningful rituals.

.

Topic 5 - Sacred Time and Sacred Space: The Shabbat
Zperd au nourg in a total Shabbat atmosphere, totally cutoff from

,the everyday experiences around you, by participating in either a Hillel
ShattatA (conventional, experimental) or a Chabad Shabbat (traditional,
-mystical, Hasidic). Eval,ate your encounter, citing both positive and nega-
tive effects. gnat new outlooks, if any, upon life have altered or emerged
as a result cf the Chattat experience.

Topic 6 - Tne When: of Life: Birth,4Adolescence
.

JourTal ,ctivity: 'ake up a myth about the "beginnings of Israel"
cr ,reate TF-T717rnate rite of passage to the Bar-Bat Mitzvah.

4
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Topic V- The Who,. of Life" Marriage, 'Death
*064

Journal Activity. Z,1-7-form critica. ai-alysis,of the Jewish
marrige ceremony. -7F-TTFinpt to write a rea:roa on one aspect of Jewish
marital relations and,ituation ethics. Or describe your thoughts aLout
death.and the great "beyond." survey Jewish burial practices and phi-
losophy with those of non-Jews, and write a rationale on the Jewish way of
dying. Or depipt -"death on my terms" using verse, poetry, visual arts, or
Fiction.

Topic 8-- Mast of 'the Universe: The Still Silent Voice
Journal Activity: Describe an experience of the 'death of God."

Or of God'i7OFFhce$. Or of the eclipse of God., Or of a self-limieed God.
Or c.f.an embattled sod. Or of God in search of man.

' Topic 9 -.The Good Life: Man and the Human Predicament
Journal Activity: Go out into the field and make contact with

one type of Jew Without Hope, e.g., tne Jewish aged and dying, the JewtT6
poor, the Jewish runaway or addict,=th. Jewish retarded or mental sick, etc.
yrite up your experiences in a meeting-by meeting report. Be sure to
incrude'personal data on yourosubjecit, description of the state of your
subject, progress made or needq being met, etc.

4
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Toper 1^ - Chloc,e Life: The Jewish Ethic

S )n the following stucement,
eith-r def-h7in, It ',r attacking it:

The moral law 'Df the Gospels asks the "natural man"
to reverse his natural attitude towards himself and
others, and to put the "other" in the place of the
"self" --- that is, to replace straightforward ego-

_ ism by inverted egoism. For the altruism of the Gos-
pels is nelAer more nor less that inverted egoism.
Altruism apd egoism alike deny the individual as
such all objective moral value and make him merely
a means to a subjectiend; bat whereas egoism
makes' the "other" a means to the advantage of the
"self", altruism does just the reverse. Judaism,
however, gds rid of this subjective attitude en-
tirely. It's:morality is based on something abstract
and objective, on absolute justice; which attaches
moral value to the individual as such, without any
distinction between the "self" and the "other" (from
Ahad Ha!am, Between Two Opinions 1910)e

-Or-

Discuss the Jewish view of Han and Nature in light of
the following remark:

In history there are three possible relationships of
the spirit to the elemental forces. The first is the
glorification of the elemental forces as such. We may
call it the state of heathnism in the development of
peoples, though there never was a pute heathenism
in history.The second is the conquest of the ele-
mental forces, the most illustrious example.being
Christianity. The third isalthe hallowing of the ele-
elemental forces: not their glorification or conquest
but their sanctification and consequently their trans-
formation. The most striking instance of this relation-,
ship in the history of the Western World is Judaism
(Martin Buber, from,an adress delivered at the
Lehrhau§ in Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1934).

Topic 11 - Torah: Tradition and Commentaailt Continuity ap4 Change
JoTal Activity: Write an evaluation of the textual
rea trigs in this section: explicate the author's
arguments; include a list of.questions needing to be
clarified or pondered; and a listeof issues suggested
by the readings appropiate.for class discussion or
activity.

Topic 12 - Holy; Holy, Holy: Liturgy, Institutions, Diet, Dress

Journal Activity: Prepare a questionaire of at least
ten'questions on the role of the Syna'gogile or of Kash-
ruth in 3ewrsh life. Interview at least 15 informants
collate the answers and tabulate the results.

at
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Investigate the Tay-Sachs questionaire which can
be obtained from hospitals, Jewish cOhmunity centers
or syndgogues. Uhat are some of the historica;,, cul-
tural, and social dimenstons behind-the surveV

(
Topic 13 - Hashoah- The 614th-Commandffent: "It's O.K. To.Cry..."

Journal Activity: Create a sociodrana .(simulation, role
playing, etc.) entitled 'T.F.TYITJew Alive". Pre-

, sent at least five different views of Jewish belief
in the post-Holocaust future. Uqp section readings
and class lectures as a starting point.

-Or- .
Make a collage of headlines from daily newspap'ers,
dramatizing the history and/or complexity of the issues
studied in this unit.

4 .-Or-
.

Vaew and analyze two media_reAources (e.g.", the films:
"Night and Fog", "The Garden of the Finzi-Continis",
"The Shop on Main Street", "The pawnbroker", or the
plays: "The Deputy", "Incident at Vichy", etc) on the
destruction of European Jewry.

Topic 14 - Encounter with Israel: People, Land, Destiny, World

Journal Activity:. Write an essay or develop a short
story around the theme of Israelis and Jews, the

continuity (or discontinuity) of an identity. Af-
ter all is said and done, what are the demands of
the God of Israel upon the State of Israel?

Topic 15 - Hear 0' Israel: Plural Models of Jewish Identity

Journal Activity: Hand back students' definition of
religion and Judaism and ask them to reconsider
.the statements in light of their encounter with
the course structure, lectures and readings.

The journal project permits a direct encounter of student
with material, leads to a varlet/ of student-oriented class activities
and Lreaks up the dollrum of a lecture-only method of presentation.
The deptn, varlet?, nature and breadth of the Jewish experience ip
forcibly brought home if the student pursues his own Journal pre-
ference in whateier media he deems most productive. For e.4anple, the
confrontation of old-oorld, Altet1 values with American values, the

dilemma of the second generation, caught Leetieen the old values and
the new,, the question of Jewish radicalism and what happens to it in
America, the questio''' of Jewish "survival" in America, and finally,
the sharpening of tae question "what is a Jew?"as khezicanization
process c,.,ntinues can Le portrayed inverse, poetry, music or photo-
graph. If, done properli, the journal activity can weave a thread of*



cortinuit,, Into complex and diyexsified raterlal and make the course
nt more rirti-,lar anVpersohal.

4
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P )01rnal activity take,,,, seriously the seolential steps

f a learning process. ',,nfrontation, vhere the ,;taient experiences the
ides, behavior, r ,bje:t siperficiill; Analvnis, t'1,2 student scr-
io_irl: pr.: , t occasion or object in hint of prvious eAperience andr T,t-ran wnere the stu,..._nta'i patul or reciprocal com-

71771 'ther7 he1,,F hi,- benefit from Lh.ir :rerings, ideas,
reality under discussion; ar Internalizatzon, where

by turni-9 the niv experience, a-: sharing of i]ean upon himsetr7The stu-
dent reacts meaninjfally to the new reality ac it relates to nim as an
individual: and :IF a member of society as I whole. The journal activity
deals in the main with real life situations and not theoretical abstrac-
tions; it perrits the student to confront deep philosophical ideas in
remarkable simplicity and convincing application, many new avenues of
knowledge are opened up since the student relies heavily on field research
in his confrontation with the subject matter and the problems at hand; r-

stu_lents develop sensitivity and learn empathy when they work with lwing
infortants; commitments aspirations, etc.: can be last-
in3ly changed or developed or discovered when a student is engaged in
researcher-subject ethical decision making and moral develcyment, the twin

,pillars of a journal synthesizing activity.
.

Tie journal activity is less painful than many other writing
methods in deepening one's understanding of tne richness of minority
history, c-lture, and. contrib-utions. It harmonizes the course curriculum
of subject ,matter and activity, of Subjects of study and experience. As
a venture in human experience, it can prove more popular than historical
reading in fashioning meaningful, lasting ties in the appreciation of an
ethnic minority. It provides a more vivid and, intimate insight into life
than does a textbook. A text must generalize but a journal entry is
personal and intimate. In addition, the student-researcher gives a dift-
ferent dimension of what "human awareness" means than is found in the
"heavy" findings of an anthropologist, theologian, nistorian, social
scientist, etc.

In sum, a jouAnal synthesizing activity probes different bodies
of theory about phenomena, depending on the problem solving purposes. The
merits of a journal entry are evaluated on the basis of its content, simple
or complex, and also in terms.of its, aims and goals. For example, the
prospectus of a journal activity in the Jewish Religious heritage class is
constructed to obtain the following major goals: (1) to be aware that
the Jewish religious tradition has to deal with peoplehood, worldvieW,
.and life style; and (2) to realize that the culture, religion, and history
of the Jewish people are mutually interdependent. Furthermore, it is pos-
sible tq reject an activity if"the theory upon which it is based is not
accountable in d6Constration and this it shares with other teaching
endeavors. Thus, a journal activity in the validity of the Halachic process
is not possible, but as an illustration of Halacha it is acceptable. In
effect, a journal activity does not offer solutions to problems, but rather
a modus viventh,in which different viewpoints may compete for acceptance
an217th7771be implemented1though not receiving total support by all.
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Examples of )ournal'activities done by students in the
Jewish Religious 'leritatie class taurflit at Los Angeles Valley during the
academic year 1771-75 will be handec: out tO those in*attendance at the
Academic Study of Religion Section of the AAR on Saturday, November 1,
from 2-5 p.m. The selections wirl be discussed in light of the rationale
of a journal -4ynthesizing activity mention above and in accordance with
the appendix, a section from the Numan'AwarenesiProgram Guide published
by the Office of Instructional Development, Los Anyeles Community Cojleges
(August 1974). Also, a select bibliography in the study ofthe etnnic

.minority will be handed out.

ti
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APPENDIX

The follq14..ing are examples of specgic concepts and hist-
orical It.v4lopm,nts pertaining to a college 'Human Awareness Program
Published by the office of Instructional. DevelopmeA, Los Angeles
Community Colleges, (August 1974):

a. Concept cl'culture
1, Social slid psychological factors in deyelopment of culture
2. Effects on personality and perception
3. Value system; norms, beliefs, behavior
4. Unity and diversity in cultural patterns
5. Dynamics of change
6. Cultural institutions
7. Race, ethnicity, nationality4 religion

b. Themes and issues in American History
Development of minority and majority groups in the United
States

2. The melting pot *rstis cultural eluralism
3. ' Distribution and utilization of power
4. Distribution of 'poverty and affluence

C. Effects of distrinination on racial, ethnic; national ozigin
cultural and religious groups..in American society.
1. . Institutional as ects: schools, government and legal

systems, news me ia, business and economy, religion
the am4s, commu ity and public attack.

After the introductiOn of conceptg.and historical develop-
ments participation in practicaliJild assignments of similar exper- I

iences tq allow interaction witlivracial and ethnic groups is recom-
me^ded. These activities shoulds.VMate to the following:

14Definitions of equal ecucation'es related'to school and class-
, "I\

room
2.Assessment of studenW abilit;O:amd achievements
3.DifferenceS-in student learning styles
4.Teacher, family and societal expectations of students
5.Self-image of, students
6.Concepts of desegregation, integration, and pluralism as
related to the school and classroom

7.Role models
8.Experience in wider community, including observation of

cqmmunity organizations' and how they function
9.Hilitancy and activism in the community
10.Conflict bqtween different minority and ethnic groups
11.Structure and governance of schools
12.Curriculum and instructional materials
13.Communication modes and skills of students.
14.Self-image assessment of participants with particular

reference to intergroup concerns
15.0bservation of successful teachers and their ritthocrh,
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